WILCOX
The DOMINATE NAME in

RIPPING
for Western Growers

WHY?

BECAUSE WE MAKE RIPPERS THE WAY YOU WOULD
IF YOU DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED YOUR OWN RIPPER!

“Today is a new game, I’ve got to find a better ways to farm!”
You can’t count on high crop prices one year to carry
the economic load of leaner years.
You can’t expect to farm the same old way and get
better economic return.
Dealing with accountants, ag bankers and equipment
finance companies is part of doing business today.

“Farming is my way of life
and my business. I have to
know my costs, how to
borrow the money I need and
always be working on ways to
improve my bottom line.”

You’ve to know your numbers and manage
them to stay in the farming game today.

“When I buy a ripper, this is what I want.”
MAXIMUM Cultural Benefit:
• Rip deep with fewer surface clods and a more level finish.
• Maximum life from my shanks.
• A rugged, durable frame.. no cracks to repair from hard use.
• Better trash flow around ripper shanks – less trash plugging.
• Easier pull for my tractor at same depths I rip now.
• Good shank point options to meet field condition needs.
• Easy to replace ripper wear parts in the field when needed.
• Saves me “clean up” or “after effects” passes.
• Better moisture movement, root development and yield at harvest
because I ripped right.
“I’m willing to
invest in new
equipment if makes
me money!

MAXIMUM Economic Return
• Helps me makes me more money! Better yields at lower costs.
• Reduces my operating line borrowings.
• Saves extra passes and tractor, fuel and labor costs.
• Gives me the most cultural benefit per gallon of fuel and dollar of my
investment.
• Pays for my ripper investment from cash flow savings.

We know ripping is expensive… but in most cases, ripping is
almost an “automatic”… you do it because you have to in order to
maximize your yield potential.
“It used to cost

Ripping fractures the compacted ,
lower soil layer.
Fracturing compaction:
– Improves crop root growth and development.
– Increases soil water retention and moisture
movement to the plant root system.
– Improves leaching of salts from the plant
root zone.

All of which helps maximize crop
development and yield potential at
harvest time.

me $140 bucks an
acre by the time I
was done ripping
and doing the clean
up passes needed,
until I found a
better way
to rip.”

We also know that ripping creates “after effects” that often
require one to as many as four additional passes to clean up.
After-effects are:
“After
effects”

•

require
additional
tillage “clean
up” operations
to “fix” before
your ground is
ready for your
next crop.

All of which add to the total costs of ripping and the time it takes
top prepare for your next crop.
“There IS a better
way to rip!”

Think about what it costs to Rip…*
1. First, there is the cost of at least one DEEP RIPPING
pass:
Based on a 7 – Shank Ripper @ 20 “ depth on 24” spacing, pulled by a 400 PTP hp Tractor.

RIP/SUBSOIL x 1: $39/acre – Traditional Ripper
2. Second, there is the cost of “AFTER-EFFECTS” Clean Up
Passes… a necessary cost of ripping. Costs varies between growers
and growing regions, but two fairly common “clean up” scenario would be:
“It’s easy to overlook
the fact that it costs
MORE to clean up the
after-effects of ripping
than to actually rip!

Imbedded Clods- Moderate

Imbedded Clods - Heavy

• Stubble Disc x 1 $33/acre
• Landplane
x 1 $21/acre
TOTAL
$54/acre

• Stubble Disc x 1 $66/acre
• Landplane
x 2 $42/acre
TOTAL
$108/acre

Total to RIP $93/Acre

Total to RIP $147/Acre

So the TOTAL cost to rip are often the highest of any other
tillage operation! There’s got to be a better way!

*

Estimate of total costs to rip, using an average of actual grower costs and Wilcox Tillage Costs Analysis.
Fall, post-harvest ripping and ground prep prior to spring seed bed preparation, moderate to heavy soil.

If you could imagine a better way to rip,
what would it include?
 Ripping Deep, yet minimizing surface clods and
“after effects”?
 Better Trash Flow around shanks, so you can live
with more trash and still get the job done?
 Reduced drawbar pull at the same speed, reducing
tractor fuel consumption/hr. ?
 Better Finish – saving you 1, 2 or more additional
passes to handle the “after effects” of deep ripping?
 Ripper deeper at same speeds.
 More Cultural Benefit per gallon of fuel.
 Makes You More Money! … by giving you the
fracturing and finish you want, with BIG $$ savings in
fuel, labor and operating costs?

There IS a better way to rip…
it’s part of “The WILCOX Advantage™.”
“As six generation California farmers, Wilcox knows farming from
the ground up. As farmers, they live with the impact of tillage on
yields. They know the impact of tillage equipment on their
operational costs, bottom line and overall return on investment.
As the leading manufacturer of advanced ag tillage solutions for
Western growers, Wilcox approaches ripping challenges the same
way they do for other farm tillage challenges - by applying their
knowledge and advanced technology to design and build rugged,
top of the line, advanced equipment solutions that improve yields,
reduce operating costs, provide maximum cultural benefits and
maximize return on equipment investment.

SINCE 1973z

That’s their business, and their passion! It’s also what I call the
WILCOX Advantage™ - and it can’t be duplicated. They transform
who they are and what they know - through functional design,
engineering and advanced technology - into superior tillage
solutions for farming operations!
That’s why they’ve got my business!”

The WILCOX Chisel/Ripper and Crumbler Line:
Superior ripping solutions for Western Growers.

1000 Series

2000 Series

5000 Series

Finishing
ChiselChisel
w/ Rotor
Finishing

There is a
better way to
rip… and
this is it!

3000 Series with
Spiral Crumbler

High Torque Crumbler

Spiral Crumbler

So how can you tell the difference between WILCOX rippers and the
others, especially when they may look pretty much alike?
There is only ONE WILCOX designed and manufactured line of rippers. And when
you add a WICOX Crumbler to the back of your ripper, you have a better way to
rip that maximizes your tillage cultural benefits and your economic return.

WILCOX 1000 Series Ripper

WILOCX staggered
concept ripper
design.

WILOCX low draft,
HD shank.

WILCOX 2000 Series Ripper & High Torque Crumbler

Add a WILCOX
Crumbler for
maximum benifts!

WILCOX HD™ Shank
The highest quality, heat treated allow steel plate is our
“standard” shank – 2 times stronger than most competitive
shanks, and something competitors offer as higher priced
options. Our shank provides a minimum of 110,000 pounds
yield strength.

Low draft design
makes WILCOX HD™ Ripper
Shanks easier to pull at the
same depth as other shank
configurations.
This low draft design also
minimizes soil disturbance
to the top 10-12 inches, so
your previous tillage
investment in the upper soil
level is not lost from deep
ripping.

We designed and built
the original Wilcox
HD™ Shank in 1973 for
our own farming
operation.
We could see the need for a subsoiler that would
fracture the deep compaction layer while pulling easier
and minimizing disturbance to the upper seed bed
layer. So we designed and built out own in our Uncle
Irv’s shop.
When we introduced the new shank design during the
1976 Tulare Farm Show, there was a great deal of
skepticism about the shank because it was a “new”
design concept from a fairly unknown tillage tool
manufacturer at the time.
Field tests soon proved the value of our new design,
and it wasn’t long before competitors incorporated this
design into their product line.
Even then, our tillage solutions were ahead of the
industry.

A variety of points are available for most
soil and moisture conditions.

Pulling our first Wilcox
designed and built, heavy
duty ripper, circa 1973.

WILOX Staggered
Concept™

• Improves Trash and Soil Flow
• Significantly Reduces Drawbar Pull
• Reduces Fuel Consumption & Costs
The Wilcox STAGGERED CONCEPT™ was developed as a
ripping/subsoiling tillage solution to increase grower
profitability through increased production and better
ground finish .

= Shank Placement
Traditional V-Chisel Shank
Configuration

Working in conjunction with the WILCOX HD™ Shank, this
Wilcox engineered design doubles shank-to-shank clearance,
which allows maximum soil flow and trash movement around
and between shanks, which:
• Reduces clod movement to the soil surface.
• Eliminates peak centers common with V-chisels.
• Reduces implement draw bar resistance through a more
efficient transfer of energy created by shanks as they rip.

The narrower spacing of shanks along a v-chisel frame requires creates a
higher degree of drag than the Staggered Concept chisel spacing. This
requires more drawbar horsepower to pull at the same depth and speed
compared to a WILCOX Staggered Concept™ configured ripper. This results
in more fuel/hour and costs per acre to fracture the same amount of ground
at the same speed and depth with a traditional V-chisel.
This spacing also leave less room for trash flow, and can create production
delays because of more preparation time requirements. It also brings more
clods up to the surface and produces an unlevel finish due to peaked centers.

Add a WILCOX High
Torque Crumbler for
BIGGER SAVINGS!
“Breaking clods and a
better finish saves me
money.”

Chrome faced crumbler
teeth are designed for
maximum clod fracturing.
High-Torque
Crumbler mounts
to the back of your
chisel, where it
applies your
chisel’s down force
to maximum clod
shattering where it
is needed most!.

WILCOX High Torque Crumbler breaks
clods created by deep ripping/subsoiling
and produces a better finish with less
after-effects.
“Our High Torque
Crumbler works
because we have
combined science,
engineering &
technology with our
farming know-how
and experience”

“Ahhhh…
I see the
WILCOX
Advantage™
at work!”

• The weight of your chisel as its pulled through your field
creates a tremendous down force – from 8,000 to 15,000
pounds.
• This down force is typically “wasted” on the gauge wheels
of rippers, creating wear and adding to the costs of ripping.

A WILCOX Ripper
and HIGH TORQUE
Crumbler…
A better AND more
cost-effecive way to
rip!

• The design of our WILCOX High-Torque Crumbler transfers
this down force energy to the Crumbler unit, for the specific
purpose of applying this powerful energy to breaking clods
and leaving a better field finish.
• Each High Torque Crumbler blade has 16 chrome faced
teeth just waiting to do what they do best… shatter big
clods and leave a better field finish as you rip!

WILCOX High-Torque Crumbler & Ripper – A BETTER WAY TO RIP!
IMAGINE THIS…
RIPS BETTER and SAVES YOU MONEY!!!
Traditional Ripping/Subsoiling: Two Common Scenarios
Imbedded Clods- Moderate
Rip x 1

RIPPING/SUBSOILING
AFTER-EFFECTS
CLEAN UP COSTS:

39/acre

• Stubble Disc x 1 $33/acre
x 1 $21/acre
• Landplane

Total Costs to Rip:

$93/Acre

Imbedded Clods - Heavy
Rip x 1

$39/acre

• Stubble Disc x 2 $66/acre
x 2 $42/acre
• Landplane

$147/Acre

Ripping/Subsoiling – with WILCOX High Torque Crumbler & HD Ripper
Imbedded Clods- Moderate

RIPPING/SUBSOILING
AFTER-EFFECTS
CLEAN UP COSTS:

Wilcox HD Ripper and
High Torque Crumbler
Savings

Rip x 1
•

35/acre

Landplane x 1

$21/acre

Imbedded Clods - Heavy
Rip x 1

$35/acre

• Stubble Disc x 1 $33/acre
x 1 $21/acre
• Landplane

TOTAL = $64

TOTAL = $97

$37/Acre SAVINGS

$58/Acre SAVINGS
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Now imagine what these savings
could mean for you!!!
“I could pay for
a new WILCOX
Ripper and
Cumbler in two
years from my
ripping costs
savings.”

Let’s say you rip 1,000 acres per year.
Scenario One –
Moderate Clods

Scenario Two –
Heavy Clods

SAVINGS:
$33/acre x 1,000 acres

SAVINGS:
$58/acre x 1,000 acres

TOTAL ONE YEAR SAVINGS:

TOTAL ONE YEAR SAVINGS:

$37,000

$58,000

You could pay for a new WILCOX High Torque Crumbler in
ONE year and have a chunk of money left over!

WILCOX Series 2000 Ripper with
High Torque Crumbler

Fractures deep… Great finish!

The impact of the costs savings and Return on Investment of
the WILCOX Ripper and High Torque Crumbler are easily
overlooked if you don’t stop to analyze the true costs to rip and
realize the financial impact this advanced tillage tool can have on
your bottom line!

In addition to our much copied HD Low Draft Shank and
Staggered Shank ripper design, much of what we build into
our rippers and all our WILCOX line can’t be copied.
• Materials – Superior steel alloys.

SINCE 1973

Components with higher break outs.
• Workmanship – Second to none.
Superior welds and fabrication.
• Construction – Pockets, beams
and frames engineered for long life
and wider chassis widths and
shank counts.
• Wear Components – Easy to
replace in the field.
• Resale/Trade In Value – The
industry recognizes the added value
used WILCOX Rippers bring.

The Bottom Line… WILCOX!

…Advanced RIPPING solutions that help you succeed

WILCOX HAS A BETTER WAY TO RIP!
• Put the WILCOX Better Ripping solution to work for you
NOW.
• Get the tillage and economic results you need, NOW and
for years to come.
• Call the authorized WILCOX Agri-Products dealer in your
area for more information.
If you do not know you authorized WILCOX Dealer is, contact
Marcos Trujillo at Wilcox Agri-Products. (916) 776-1784

